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T
hough hip hop and science

may seem to be on opposite

ends of the cool spectrum, a

Columbia University professor

has figured a way to lever-

age minority students’ love of hip

hop to teach them the complex

world of science.

Chris Emdin, director of science

education at the Center for Health

Equity and Urban Science Education

at Columbia, is bringing

students in New York City

together to spit their best

rhymes with science as the

core theme in an initiative

he calls “Science Genius

B.A.T.T.L.E.S” which stands

for Bring Attention to

Tranforming Teaching,

Learning and Engagment

in Science.

“We wanted to get

young people who are

deeply immersed in hip-

hop culture to find a differ-

ent avenue to express their

scientific intelligence,”

Emdin told The Crisis.

Using the competitive

rap battle that stretches

back to hip-hop’s origins,

Emdin says students rap

against each other using

creative rhymes based on

science language and

principles. 

“We thought, why can’t

we have two M.C.s be two

science experts and two

science geniuses battling

for scientific knowledge

instead of just prototypical

raps?” he said.

Emdin came up with

the idea when he met the

rapper and producer GZA of the Wu-

Tang Clan during a visit with famous

astrophysicist Neil DeGrasse Tyson.

GZA was doing research with scientists

for a new album called Dark Matter.

Emdin told him his thoughts about

combining hip-hop and science and

even rapped to him about Newton’s

Laws of Motion.

“When I found out he was a hip-

hop artist interested in science and

he found out I was a scientist interest-

ed in hip-hop, and we both are

versed in the art of the battle, it just

sprouted from there,” Emdin recalled. 

Emdin invited GZA to help facili-

tate science-

based rap

battles in the

schools, and

the rapper, an

advocate of

education in

STEM (science,

Youth Rap to 
Learn Science
The Science Genius Battles pro-

gram teaches kids scientific

principles through hip hop.
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technology, engineering and math-

ematics), instantly became its biggest

supporter. 

Science Genius B.A.T.T.L.E.S. is now

in its second year, and Emdin has

expanded the competition from its

original 10 schools to 20  with 600 stu-

dents participating, and could possi-

bly take it national.

“We have very lofty goals to take

this across the country,” said Emdin.

Having a hip-hop legend on his

side is a boost to Emdin, who is tar-

geting New York schools attended

by disadvantaged students. 

“The project is a direct response

to the lack of focus on STEM educa-

tion in urban settings,” said Emdin. “It

is also a direct response to the need

for the arts to be infused in STEM

education so we can have STEAM

(Science Technology Engineering

ARTS and Math) education.”

— Madison Gray

Students use their

rap skills to learn

scientific principles

instead of rhyming

about money, cars

and girls.

Christopher Emdin, second from left, with student finalists from his Science Genius B.A.T.T.L.E.S. program at

the Brooklyn Community Arts and Media High School in New York.


